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CHAPTER

I

IMPORTANCE AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

CHAPTER I

!MPOR'l'Ai,IJCE AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

This study represented an attempt to i ncorporate, synthesize and
condense the necessary foundational information from the field of pastoral
counseling to enable the writer to function effectively in his role as
pastor-counselor until further information

I.

~nd tr~ining

can be secured.

IUPORTANCE OF PASTORAL COUNSELING

The man in the community who represents God and religion is the first
one to whom the troubled turn.

Statistics bear this out.

Forty-two percent

of those l-Jho sought help for their problems of one kind or another turned
to the clergyman, according to a University of Michigan study in 1960. 1
This study also showed that fifty-four percent of the Protestants who
attend church at least once a week went to a minister when they sought
2
personal help.
There may be several reasons why people go first to the

mini~ter:

the small fee, if any; the lack of any other person they know personally ;
the reluctance to discuss intimate problems with a total stranger; the
convi ction that the minister, above others, will help them to do the right
thing; or just the traditional dependence upon the "man of God" in the
community as a universal sociological phenomenon of mankind.

But for

1
Howard J. Clinebell, Basic Types of Pastoral Counseling ( Nashville :
Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 4~

2 Ibid.

2

vJhatever reason they come to him, the implications for the minister's
thorough training in pastoral counseling is obvious.
"Some feel that not every pastor can be a counselor.
say that not every pastor can be a preacher.
also he must counsel."

3

service of the pastor."

4

One might also

Yet he must preach.

So

"The counseling ministry is not an isolated

'&Jayne E. Oates t ersely sums up the s ituation in

this ,.,ay:
The pastor, regardless of his training, does not enjoy the
privilege of electing whether or not he will counsel with
his people. 'rhey inevitably bring their problems to him
for his best guidance and wisest care . He cannot avoid
this if he stays in the pastoral ministry. His choice is
not betloleen counseling or not counseling, but between coun..
seling in a disciplined and skillr!d l'!ay and counseling in
an undisciplined and unskilled way.5
II .

PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

This study of pastoral counseling began by giving the history of the
subject as a distinct branch of psychology, showing its split from traditional schools.
Next, and closely related to the former section, a study of the
basics of counseling theory was undertaken and these findings summarized.
Here; basic .schools of counseling psychology tilere examined and compared

~Jilliam E. Hulme, How To Start Counselin~ (Nashville:
Press , 1955), p. 8.

Abingdon

4 !bid. J p. 13.

Swayne E. Gates (ed.), An Introduction to Pastoral Counseling (NashBroadman Press, 1959)7 p. vi.

ville:

3
with

in

to

lar.
, the last

section of

~ctual

of
of

III.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Pastoral Counselins
Pastoral counseling is more than the simple application of
psychologic~l

princ

to the suffering person.

Russell L. Dicks

seeks to make a distinction between the approaches of the psychologist
and of the pastor:
Psychology studies the behavior of people, whereas religion
provides the
for these same people regardless of their
behavior. Psychology focuses upon human relationships as they
are while religion inspires and motivates people to change and
improve their condition. Supported by psychology and religion
the pastor moves into the arena of relationships and becomes an
active participant.6
Pastoral care
One may regard pastoral counseling as having essentially the same
functions as that which William A. Clebsch and Charles R. Jackle refer to
as pastoral care.

This consists of

'~elping

acts, done by representative

Otristian persons, directed toward the healing, sustaining, guiding, and
reconciling of troubled persons whose troubles arise in the context of

6aussell L. Dicks, ~rinciple~ ~ Practices ~ Pastoral Cere (New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), pp. 17-18.

4
u ltimate meanings and concerns. 11

7

Counseling !! Psychotherapy
Counseling is really a form of psychotherapy.

J. C. Coleman

quotes F. Alexander as saying:
Everyone uho tries to console a despondent friend or calm
dotm a panicky child in a sense practices psychotherapy. He
tries by psychological means to restore the disturbed emotional
equilibrium of another person ••• ~~thodical psychotherapy to a
large degree is nothing but a systematic, conscious application
of methods by lmich we influence our fellow men in our daily
life. The most important difference is that intuitive knowledge is ·replac~d by t'lell-established general principles of
psychodynamics.

7
Clinebell,

~· cit., p. 38.

8James C: Coleman, Abnormal Psychology and Modern Life (Scott,
Foresman and Company, 1964), pp. 563-564.

OF

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF PASTORAL COUNSELING
I.

OUR ANCIENT TRADITION

The minister of today is linked to a rich heritage.

Clinebell

says:
When a minister counsels \.Jith troubled persons, he is
walking in the footsteps of a long line of sensitive,
dedicated pastors stretching back through the centuries
of Christian history to a young carpenter whose words
and touch brought healing to troubled persons in the fi rst
century ••• he is part of a counselin§ trad ition which is
the most ancient of any profess ion .
Biblical Examples of Counseling
Moses and Samuel are but two Old Test ment personalit i es who
't·Iere r ecognized as men to whom the people could go "t-1i th persona 1 problems.
We read that the people stood about Moses all day long for counsel.
(Exodus 18).

Samuel traveled on a circuit, hearing controversies,

giving judgments, teaching, and counseling as the need arose .
Christ l-.7as the ideal coun:5elor.

He

knew exactly the needs and

problems of everyone by divine omnisc'ience.
Ne~

Test ment counselor.

The Apostle Paul is another

Paul, through his letters, advised various

people in the churches how to deal with the knotty problems of primitive
Christianity .
The Church Fathers
The church fathers contributed much to our store of knowledge in
pastoral ,c ounseling.

Chrysostom ' s

9clinebell, loc. cit.

Treati~~

the Priesthood and Ambrose

1

's
for the wou

to extend our

of

of

in
the emergence of the

and a

to exercise

care not only for his own

fareg but for that of his
Puritan

such men as Richard Baxter
fruitful advances to the pastoral
, listening,

II.

such men as Horece

and

ts to
for e scientific

to

of personality formation in childhood end

's

cit., p. 10.

1

by

• p. 12.
, p. 13.

8

Gladden's observations on t:he mental and physical health relationship
were precursors of our modern psychological approach to pastoral counseling.
In the latter half of the nineteen£:h century and the early part
of the twentie th, much

s~ientific

interest

1as

chology of religion and religious experience .
~_ Religion

focused upon the psyStarbuck' s The Psychology

(1899) and William James' Tile Varieties of Religious Experience

(1902) were but

t JO

on this subject .

Soon courses on psychology of

religion were being introduced into seminary curricula all over the
country .

'!he first real "break-through" in the field of pastoral counseling
came in 1938 when John Sutherland Bonnell published Pastoral Psychiatry.
"It was one of the first books giving exclusive attention to the work of
the pastor as a counselor. 1113
The first systematic study of counseling was written by Rollo May
in 1939 entitled The

~

£!

~nseling .

"His counseling approach was based

upon the new understanding of personality resulting from the work of Freud,
Jung , Rank, Adler , and Kunkel. n 14

It was followed by the well- kno't·m \-1orks

of Dicks (194.4}, Hiltner (1949), and Wise (1951) .
The first attempt to give pastors actual clinical experience in

"the study of the soul
pasto~al

in health and disease 11 (as Henry Drummond called

counseling in 1893), actually took pl ace i n 1923 when a physician,

13 Ibid . , p . 15.
l4lbid .

Dr.

of Cincinnati offered some clinical

limited number of

students dur

for a

the summer

T.

minister~

became the first full-time Protestant
in America."
with Dr.

, H. D. in

into

clinical

He worked

of

Worchester State

for

was his (Boisen's) work
6ounc i.l for

rise to the

which was

in 1930 with

and Dr.

of

of the

Boisen is the first
pastoral training.

by Dr. Cabot's

and with his

• contribution to clinical pastoral training
the movement with its first real literature.
Art

to the

His book,

(1936) became the

book for

education. n 18
Dicks,

interest and

and

the
work in the general

Ever since then'bl

, Cot!,nse ling

liam E.
Press, 1956), p. 3.

17Dicks,

11

p. 20.

(Phi

lphia:

Muhlenberg

two main streams of thought.

Each made its

are
for the minister's
na minimum

books as

of

basic

on the
is listed in the Appendix
(See

A)

• one of the guest seminary

lecture of

Counseling is
Introduction
In this lee ture

Pastoral Counseling. 21

boob
··-·-'---'s library. ull

basis for a vocational

in church
church

end

bibliography is

"could form the
He believes
for
in the
A)

19 tbid. , p. 21
E. Gates. Protestant Pastoral Counseling (Philadelphia:
The Westminister Press, 1962), p. 12.
21Ibid., p. 13.
Introduction

£2

Pastoral Counseling, pp. 185-200.

III

whether or
it.

upon

sources upon

the ti!riter

for the bulk of

two in particular

and

of
Stefflre's

student a
orientation

Theories

overview and

the

to

with a
and theology.

certain school
to Brammer

2.5

"the two

Brammer and Everett L. Shostrom. Therapeutic Pstcholosx
, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc •• 1960.

1965).
p.

theory. n26

historical bases for psychological

oriented approaches include the

'!'he

the self-theory annroacn.es
and

and

stress the emotional

of person-

to understand the unconscious bases for

theories rest upon the
than

our behavior is more
induced.

oriented therapist

to elicit 'feelings' about the

and thus to remove emotional

to

and 'lift the

When
to

Mental processes are

through inference by

behavior observation.
behavioristic approaches include
field theorists or

theory

, trait and factor
more adaptive

"The behavioristic approaches stress
problem- solving

of response through the use of rewards, punishments
processes are

and

by objective study

of client behavior and the learning process in
the

upon inferent

in contrast to
information.

concern of the behaviorists is how behavior was
!.i.: .;:;.:.n be changed."29

26 Ibid., p. 26.
2 7Ibid., p. 21.
28Ibid., pp. 26, 21.

29 Ibid., p. 42.

contributions~

ired and

Since

of psychoanalysis, a brief description
Following is a condensed summary.

of his work is

contributions to
conscious
consists
ideas of which the
is not aware at the moment but which can be
unconscious
consists of
memories
and cannot
which the individual
Freud
as making up
in-

Freud,

of

the

wh.ich is
of sex and

, p. 28.

Warters, Techniques
1954) 11 p. 387.

CO'!:!itp&IlY

aggression. 32

sex

tendency,

described as the life or love instinct, is

the libido and "is
directed toward

the external tvorld of

and

and

u33
destructive instinct
outwardly through

be

or turned
or
As a
preBsure it may be repressed and
levels of act:i.vity. 34

••• gives
instinct of aggression,
1<1ith a
of man than do the non-libido schools which
needs of the human
and
position (of importance).
something done by man 11 but something

instincts
is seen
natural
1.

Han

structural limitations ••• imposed by •••
restrictions,
• there is
environment are

latitude.

Han is both .............. ..
and hmnan
Psychoanalytically man is animalistic, but with something
distinctly human qualities.
added. Han has
loyalty are essentially human
Courage, honor,
2.

3. Han'~; behaviot· is seen as be
Han is only
to a limited extent master of his fate. He is shaped,
and bent to follow lines of conduct that gratify
his basic biological needs, instincts, and instinct

33 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
, p. 92.

36 Ibid., p. 256.

is
determined
that are motivatior•l and
wants,
and abhors
unaware.

unconscious
in nature.

is tic
J
from unconscious
that can best be understood in terms of

view of

in

thls
in
comes to
, to escape
demands of

situation.

This

into consciousness,
, which is a
•
To cope wi

his anxieties, the
mechanisms as

.,

(attr:f.buting to
one's
own
the blame for
(directing toward one person or
reaction formation
aroused
an unwanted feel
form other than the real one); retreat
dre~,
withdrawal and the

, pp.

us one of the
of

in which the

intii.IIItte matters

an

is

ient is

of trust and confidence.

the

to

of pro-

and

or

to uncover

of the

aims (then) of

is to reduce

in order for the

of the client

to function in a more

manner.
say:

One

aoorOV'edlt &8
temliona ••
mature
distorted

more aware of
unconscious
become more aware of his
result in more
icit in
mature peroecumLn~

is is very 1

I

PP•

'

' pp. 105-106.
t

p.

, p.

due to

18
the vast amount of

required for the therapist, the large amount

of money necessary for the treatments ($20. 00+ an hour), and the
of time required (two to five years) for completion of therapy.
Significance of Psychoanalytic Approach
The insights of the psychoanalytic theorists can help the pastor
greatly in his preach

, his teaching and his counseling ministries by

reminding him that development and growth

from early childhood or

childhood traumas may be responsible for

behavior.

The

will understand that much of his parishioners' behavior is directed
by involuntary and unconscious factors and may be as puzzl
to them as it is to others.

The pastor will become more understanding of

those who are in difficulties and problems and will
wh~

the person is ill-adjusted.

He will help

to understand

He will probe into the life history of

the individual, realizing no present prob
causation.

and mysterious

is without a history of

to understand themselves better rather

than condemn them for lack of spirituality either as individuals or as a
group.

His sermons will convey compar.sion and

censure.
II.

SELF-THIORY APPROACH

The chief advocate or proponent of the self-theory is Carl
Rogers.

His theory of psychotherapy is not new in its totality.

confesses heavy indebtedness to Freud, Rank and the gestaltbts. 43
43

Carl R. Rogers, Client-Centered theraex (Boston:
Company, 1951), p. 4.

Rogers
Thb

Houghton Mifflin

form of therapy or

is unique in that it is the complete

to the most common practices of

up until that time,

and analytical methods.

The pure non-directive

counselor gives no advice and does not analyze or diagnose the client.
He prescribes no ncorrect" courses of action or solutions to his
problems.
Client Centered Tberaey•s Conception

Man

The central focus of non-directive counseling is the belief in
the

and worth of each individual.
Other core features are the belief that each man should
have the ri~1t to his own opinions and thoughts and that
each man should be in control of his own destiny with the
right to pursue his own interests in his own way as long as
he does not trample upon the rights of others. The individual is encouraged to be an
, self-directing
person.44

man as basically

end trustworthy.

Such
as trustworthy. reliable. constructive or
describe characteristics which seem inherent in man
••• hate, cruelty. deceit and stupidity (are seen) as
arising out
a defensiveness which alienates man
his
inherent nature...
's conception contrasts sharply with
the view of many (not all)
who see man as
basically irrational, and that all his impulses, if not
controlled, will lead to the destruction of others and self. 45

44

Stefflre, .22·

45~ •• p. 36.

ill·,

p. 32.

s behavior is exquisitely
and ordered
to achieve.
most of us is
our defenses
us from being aware of this rationality.
so that we are consciously
in
while
"reliable,"
man.

say that

are to be

states "most of the ways of
4 h
t.
~•
are taoee
wu•c
are

4

which are adopted by the organbm

cons~stent

wi t h

this
"the individual's

t he

concept o f se lf . n

or

48

It consists of

of himself alone and himself in relation to
of his environment together with the values

other persons and
attached to

This self-concept determines the ways
behave.

in which we

In short, it is what we really think of

experience and

The source of this
the

are to be

• for human

which are

v~tluee

, p. 259.
-~,1'\-•Tft,

.22• cit., p. 507.

49stefflre, 22· ~., p. 40.

as i f directly

Maladjustment
exists because the

them into the

51

of the

cannot

it is incon-

sistent '!:'!71th the self-

then attempts to reduce anxiety

dis-

52
When a person ie not
he :te

the

to be in a state of

and hie behavior is said

to be

and is a

'fo

---5

9

p. 37.

p. 510 •

..22· cit., p. 38.

of

22
behavior.
which

defines defensiveness as "a form of behavior

upon the

of

to the

of the

the coun8elor's role is to create the
to the client in which the process of
of these conditions for

extent that:
and

1.

2.

ere in contact with one

The client

of

3.

It is

to note here that conditions three to five are
to

t

t

p. 49.

posseA~s.

be normal

23
because of the 1
even

for elaborate

that

client• centered

tends to harm the
because of a

to concentrate upon

data rather than the cl
with little
method for certain

can do

wonder~

with this

It is

the church.

this method can
he admits

~ome

that the

a little with

of

can be

persons lri1ich can profit most

this method are
wn.oae main
whose need is
This method

to assume

that

possessing the

are more difficult to counsel with his method (or any

' E.E· cit. f pp.

Jo-:n.

fit.

characterbtics
psycho-

24

and are

1.

3.

Have

to communicate self.

of them ae fact rather

than constructe.
communicative

4.

do not

or

to

of client-centered counseling ie the
usually require a number
change. 1158

views

therapy is
virtue of ita

the dynamic theories by

upon

of the human situation ex-

the
inner

focue

processes of the client as inferred

behavior.

essentially free. Man is
self. has
ability to be
own existence. He is
about

ill·, pp. 73-74.
, p. 11.
59

inter-

Coleman,~·

ill·•

p. 593.

the

25
him with the responsibility
being (i.e. deciding
what to
• or
kind of person he shall be.60

This form of psychotherapy aims at

to
are

individual to

upon the

and

of his life-style which
in the

of

experience of his existence. n 61

actualization and a
selor uses

and purpose of the client's

existence to induce a
between the two inter•
called the

Oddly
to

process.

Limitations

scientific and

as its lack of
its

use of it as a

of existential
the

p

p.

with ita emphasis upon the
of traditional faith, the

26
depersonalization of man in our mass culture and the loss of meaning in
the pastor tmmeasurably to understand and relate
urban masses of our citi~s. those to Whom many pastors may directly

to

minister.

THEORISTS

IV.

include
, self.. theory or

this school in the

have alluded much to this school of psychology.

Recent

logically into

dynamically oriented

It falls

framework because the

subjective processes within the individual.

focus is

"Reality

as perceived and

for

him and his behavior is a product of the field as percei:ved at the ~a.t of action. u63
To really know a
••• the counselor must know
how the individual views his environment and himself. The
term uinternal frame of reference" has come into cOl'!DOn
use in
thus the
approach
places a
upon the
the psychotherapist.

v.
in psychoresearch and

Conclusions are baaed

.22·

£!.!:. t

p. 36.

' p. 396.

• p. 40.

27
of

process in particular rather

behavior 1.md the

conclusions upon mere inferences about mental processes from

than

psycho logy is

deduction or theoretical presuppositions.

psychology because "it is based

often called objective or

upon observables, avoiding subjectivity and intuition which characterized
The

former psychological
theorists is on behavior;
,~staltists

of this

of

it was acquired and how it can be changed.n

are included here also because they stress learning and

systematic behavior observation.
with behavioristic

are

ones whose work vas

psychology, there are three

was built, especially learning theory.

and upon which
These men are Pavlov.

, and 'Watson.

Thorndike's work (
(1885),

),

and Harter (1877, 1899) was the first on the subject of

learning

\le owe to

the basic

of

used by behaviorists up to the
the crucial
of
Thorndike demons
parrewards and punishments in the
"law of
ticularly his statement of
Thorndike proposed that learning occurred because

65Stefflre,

2£· cit., p. 14 0.

66

28
responses that were accompanied by or resulted in a satisfying state were "stamped in" (or reinforced) and
consequently were more likely to be repeated in the
future. 67
"The same responses also

~generalize'

to other

which are similar to the learned pattern.

of responses
patterns which are

not repeated (or reinforced) periodically tend to be
is, disappear.

We owe to Ivan Pavlov the theories of conditioning from which
current behavioristic

theories stem.

69

Pavlov (1927) demonstrated that the simultaneous
presentation of an unconditioned stimulus (meat paste)
and a conditioned stimulus (sound of a
fork)
would eventually result in the conditioned stimulus
eliciting the response (salivation) which previously
could
have been elicited by the
itioned
stimulus. This phenomenon, known as
together with Thorndike's research on the law of
effect became the basis of an objective psychology
dealing only with observables.70
behavioristic psychology its impirical (experimental)

Pavlov
roots.

To John B.

67

Stefflre,

~-l~rllltml'l'lll"!r

&

69stefflre
70ib1d.

11

Wa~son

~·

(1913, 1919) we owe the vigorous objective

£!!·

Shostrom, .22· cit., p. 43.
loc.

ill·

to behavior
theories. ~~ 71
behaviorism

current American

.:;urrent behavior
in

roots in

Much of

theorie~J

have their
of

and
roots in the

their

and degrees of emphasis among the
in common.

learning theoristst but all seem to have certain

that the person has

start with the

"All

drives."

7J

A dr iv·e is de fined as a
the individual to act and may be
drives are

is a vast

heirarchy of

motives.

the individual toward
and

determine

71 Ibid.

11

are cues which a:re indicators that

~1ere

or

the

drives and

the indiv

s~~ke,

act.

or the sound of a bell.

p. 141.

72 Ibid.
loc. cit.
-

74
Warters, £2· cit., p. 397.

of cues are
patterns

30

which reduce the drive are

or reinforced.

The re
food that satisfies a
rewardD
, relief from
process of

one

sub~titu

of

for another to

the

a different response for the same

is

called

, as a learned or acquired
neutral

reaction to an
when the

or

response is made to occur without

reinforcement.

or noxious stimulus no

when the

the response,

the
there are three
or cue that are

of

to extinction of a

the stimulus at a very weak
so that it

to

response.
and

which is feared from a
to a young

he is no

the
closer

afraid.)
the

cues in sufficient

, p.

to elicit the anxiety

l'EH\lponse.

'l"hese cues are
additio!:lal

• without
with

but

between thei.r

of :rest

tired of the

will cease to re·

)

the

'Ibis

cue in

of the

to elicit the

r·e~ponse

but when the
with the

some other. reaponse that is

a

rabbit to a

of behaviorism is that

A

determinants,

in

behavior

Behavior is

its antecedents.

)

certain

a function of

behavior is
laws wh

determine behavior are

the
all these

\lii1en he is

dis-

between antecedents and
are

of

human behavior can be

, and to the extent to which the antecedents can be
~

human behavior is

to above 5 man is
his
with very

t

p.

for

choice

and is at the mercy of his

His behavior can be

once his

antecedents are

Behavioristic

athiestic, not
which is not

verifiable.

into account
behavioristic

A

not
do

entitiell§.

or

or other
can be done for the
by

client

of

behavior in

the counselor sets

up conditions which interfere with

and which

to his environment.
to
in the
from srooother
effect
alone seems to be helpful
positive reinforcements and

in

to

be

(and be taught)

it is

&

' p.
J

p. 45.

that certain

loc.

or

antecedents do lead
further
is additional
in the consequences.

is

,

the

statement is that the

or
to

is consistent with the
Com:u:;e

of the

is

to h

ways so

extinction of the

as to

1 be seen to

anxieties in his

that the human personality is too

Critics of

of lower

to draw accurate conclusions from

human processes.

The

theorists stress the process of

than

the

' p. 146.

' p.
f

p.

PORTlAND CENTER LIBRARY

on

Anothet· very

is

data are limited
In other words, a very

&tld method of

the

behavior determinant may be

or
for

the
for

to have a
likely be

as

about his own

for

for

on

anxious to counsel

He

and

be

in the

home.
, the

can use the

of

to his

associating p .teaiis!n:n:
dence.

He

that many

with the very

with church attenanxieties may be associated
or

take no

when
VI.

are

FIELD

theorists

as a change of perception.
under the leadereh

Field

the

of Kurt Lewin who used a

to account for the psychological "field" of the person.
Behavior ie

from the frame of reference of the

35
his reactions are
or
toward
otbers ••• from
and
toward or away from
situations.
determined
in
is the
the kinds: of
for the individual
in
with whether
needs or threaten him with
The environment is differentiated into the psychological and the
the individual's
to action, and the behavior pos·
The objective environment (termed

sibi

or not

not

of his: psychological environment.

The

environment

does exert an

of the
forces in the environment on the
has the more

field theories

It is

ments

s

p.

or

li

of

Stl'eliUUi~~"

un:U:s of behavior.

and the
bel:i.eve~

that

of a person tends to move in
means that the
in order

to reduce tensions
a person an

of a fami

til&t he tends to

the details to make it a

contributions
One
function of the state of his

field at
see

"the
are trained to

Two other

and
determine what is perceived and

threat

J

p.

the

37

of

ion
to

a function of time

sensory

to function

Here, a process of
of the field, or
often resu
in a
Past
are seen in a different
sbutd in a different

sensory
cannot often be

It seems to be

it

In

in the
·i
I

in hb

, and sentiments
new set of values from his
a new set of

~

and re-education

not be achieved

and freedom of

of

the individual to make the barriers within his
from the

II

P•
lt

p.

are

more

to
'Ibis is

involved in

so he

in

the client to review
to search

for

to take

to field
is in

are
and

processes can be

into

to

is

so as not t:o

which are

to coerce or

them to

rather
create in the

context: an

of

He

not force

him because this would not necessarily

47
, p. 49.

what the
the client's

at
or

with

be

He

thot~e

who

t see

t

the

the times when
or is

must

and
be

to

because of its

in

trait- factor

on an
which states that man is an
of
of the trait-factor

of the

are tltat the

of

to

so as to be
of
lt is

of or

to or

in work

" p. 193.

or in curricula.

40

to

of
into dcminent character

and to describe

various trait dimensions such as
11

etc~),

in terms of test scores
II

interests and values,

him
relation to the
goals and

, p. 199.

41

for what

interests are.
of
»

One
litnited

and

are

the choice of a career for the

not

approach is that a mere
An individual is more

facta

the sum of

the

tests
Another

is

the

tests

of an

but even a

under certain
be

s

T'ne
at the time of

affect the

which w:Ul

for instance
to

career than

a

he

into account certain
church workers

will not

and
of them more than they

not insist in his

are
that his

careers such as

enter
He will

interests"
to

or

to enter

and abilities.

centers and services when
need to be

He

the

42

contributions which this

school or

is

of

because the

aim

h~

to de termirte

work best for
tieu

with the

etmtlh~ls is

is upon the

the

par-

•~cump

of c1 :lent in

of institutional

from

is more

interview to determine

is made of the
communication between the

~mich

and

with

between four
in

..................., are

,.;;u•c.uu:1o:::

behavioristic, the

ftt'4"'VJ!'>rl

&nd traitthe

to

in

must

be

at

and the

of the

ll

t

pp.

to the

to

p.

one time.

to

from it.
condition for nn•n••r•

and

the

and

for

the most

and

the

counselors.
for
as you love

~.,,

........ ""

cov-..es

both on a

co~nd

that

of

and counselor must communicate,

and

or
about this

of voice,

word

_id.'
~·

p. 274.

to

and
and

theories

for

communicate

Tone

better.

about

that it

he

direct the
of

ient.

lt

an
that
reinforce

--if
statements of the

shows in the client

very interest the
are

of my time

as

be

you face,n

attention. n

to

such

He

to cope with your

, crises and

out in the

situation.

But

and

done when

it is

done.

presence and

a
and tbe

' p.

needs to

interaction
its

45

of
to become
of h

decisions

I>

p.

CHAPTER IV

of the
is

to be able to function

his

ituations.

It is necessary that the

occasions

to meet

in certain

be

and effie

situations (

) in wh

and

every pastor needs

them as:

The Alcoholic

T'ne Relative of the
Sufferer

He

of

situations is not

the most common wbich

this list

for

encounterl!i.
for

research.

DYING PERSON
One of the most common

' p. 30.

is to call at the

of a

person.

be a need for the

to minister in this

In order to be of

because the

to the

person

One

from a

of the

to the

every effort to be

person
time of death.

is

is fortunate who, when
the presence of his
one to the care of

com-

, and the benediction which
ull5

1.

The pastor

to talk as he wishes
b

's
are
are trod» the
more
, the presence of
the transition

of God

• p.

1

do every•

must not hide
not he

to

inform~~t:lon

the

or

of

's

upon

from the

can tactfully indicate a serious

condit::l.on if he

be too

and

But never should the

every

wants it.

the

to visit a

person with

faith in

the

iesm exists 9 the
have
a

looks for some personal ex-

ul17

this
of this.

is

He

establish
that

their attitude before dy i ng. 11 118

can only be kind and

The

some resistance, the

The
the

can

Even if there is
the patient to

in the case of a
child

low him to pray.

is with

be

117carl J. Scherzer, Ministering £2 the ~ (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc,. 1963)~ p. 88.

50
After a child

, the

and

from

six to nine-

about death.

about it to nurses when

to

not

about

if at

until the very end,

to

au.
are very

at some time been

, harbored

or fear.

'!'he

and most teens
or erotic

must be

and
alert to

statements
when

the

in case

to

be a

communion if

is

sufficiency, the patient's beliefs, finances, dependent
of

being given them.

need

to

taken into
not

the

for his vidt.

person to thank him or
do not

this.
upon
to

every time he visits.

have

someone.

L.

broken
means that

the
to

d.ay, or when a son or

or military serviee.

there

'When

When divoree occurs it is common.
ones.

Loss of job,

, and
and will be en-

is

by

very

emotion

is an emotion and is

It is

be
friends or
to divert

Cliffs, New

are

often
attention by

to

the

them to

to the Grief Sufferer (Englewood
:;-1964.) J p. 13.

them

too much or

the
seldom meets with success because it

to a

to

n121

is the work of Dr.

nature and extent of

Lindemann

of Acute

in hie
II

cone ludod that eaclt person
from si:& to ten hours of
to overcome
does not

For

person who is informed of a

such
in the
,
pounding or throbbing in the

122 Ibid., p. 9.

sl!·· pp. 32,33.

in the

4VUUU4~i~.G

in the mouth, the
of

of

and

are common.

increat~~e

, and a lack of

in

in

activity.
in to the

tbe
ill
i8 true.

The

occur wben the

vent to tears and emotion is the

to avert

or

the

in some psychic communion

reactions ma.y be experienced
reality of the

l25Jbid., p. 16.
' p. 18.

the

reality of

dead.

All

are ten

ich the

in order to

their way

li'l't ich

must be

distress.

needs are 1
sufferer
free to feel the hu%'t

triU.St

and

2.

have to

loss of the

minus one.

existence of the
Th b

need not be

From
of the idea of the

To be

and interact
new

too

inceesent

is not

to

the
Those from.

5.

l<nit

within

recovery.

im~u la t

grOU}'3

for

the blow while not

--·a&"A

of it.

stitutes for the
and the
is one of the

make the

more

ion and

Sub-

needs to

6.
of events, to rehearse the

the

, discover

moments, to review
for the

that have
for this

and
in the

to

these are

of verbalization

sufferer.

7.
can be of

out with the

each

for him or

for

cour~e

outcome and

of act ion to its
8.

in

church who have worked

which would act as buffers .. that
new

bu
contact the sufferer
touch

the

ff:rst

after the

and

in

is over.
are in need of

9.
to

and to the
to which he

, cause, or

an act of will or commitment.

A new

there are
to be

, new

to

, new

to be

new

to be

10.

individual who ean find a place of
or an

recovery from

in which he is needed
sufferer needs to assume a

see rapid
and

life and someth

handle

with utter abandonment into the

l.

stream of

2.

of

to

colitis and

as arthritis,

111

ulcerative
of

l.

in Which the deceased had

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
9.

When someone
he acta in
When he makes
When he
he
When excessive
When he
When he
he

11

pp.

»

pp. 53-54.

or Which

no

interacts with

57
When he
remote

decisions to

to

When

the
with members of the

the person to

ILL

to the

is a very common form of

Here

to know the

of the person
are in a bospital sU:uati.on.

mere
to

with.

if

There is

is an act of

to an

in

the

:must trust
power
surgery.
and

visit

129 Ibid., pp. 55·56.

-

the correct

new

time
and confidence to

58
Accepting

phxs~s~l

handicaps.

After illness or injury, the doctor

will often require limited activity.
ness may overta.ke the patient.

A

of

Getting the

end uselessto accept his condition

is the goel.
Protracted convalescence.
heavily on the patient.
fidence.

At this crisis, time and boredom weer

They

, rob one of hope, undermine con-

Knowing this, the pastor can help restore hope and rebuild

confidence.
Serious illness.

n1is condition is discussed above under the

topic of "Ministering to the Dying."

IV.

THE SHUT-IN

Definition
The shut-in is defined as "one

activity is limited to

house, wheel chair or bed. 11131

!!!!:;, Problem
Although radio end television have helped immensely, the shutin finds time

very slowly end meaninglessly.

"Even when they have

radio, television, books» handiwork, they miss compenionship."

132

They

feel they heve no purpose for living.
The pastor's cells to the shut-in should be disciplined con-

l31Dicks,
132

Ib:l.d.

££·

cit., p. 34.

seek to

versation; he

can sti..mulate

the inner thoughts of the
thinking by discussing books, ideas

or articles of interest.
The shut-in should be encouraged to engage in a program of selfeducation and

lp and to use his time

point of rehabilitation.

The

can be found for such a person.

even to the

should not be content until purpose
The pastor's patience, imagination and

dedication may be tested by these people more than any others.

V.

THE SENIOR CITIZEN

The Problem
Medical science is progressing more rapidly all the time.

In the

have been successfully accomplished.

last few months heart
Years are be

facilities are be

built expressly to meet the needs of senior citizens.
not encountered at other

old

sophical and psychological) are the major
~

of the Church !,2

in life.

of senior citizens."l3J

!!'!! Aging

J. P. Brown in his book, Counseling with Senior Citizens, tells us

133

~.' p. 35.

The role of re
in the
process i1 three•
fold: 1) to acknowledge the spiritual contributions
of retirees, 2) to make church membership meaningful
for senior citizens, and 3) to guide retirees toward
personal
134
motivation, added zest enters their striving as
they are included in the fellowship of believers with an opportunity to
fulfill their

potentialities.

A

of

A church program which ministers to the
citizens should do four things for them:
involve

1)

re

of the senior

nourish their faith, 2)

in activities that will be gratifying,

3) provide oppor-

tunities for fellowship through creative recreation, and

4) make

available all the resources of the community for their welfare.
well-balanced
,

A

for senior citizens should include arts and crafts,

recreation~

and

services.

If all

factors are con•

by the pastor and adopted by the church, there will be fewer
counsel
Emotional Factors

.!:!!

Aging

Emotional problems overtake the senior citizens because of
••• impaired physical and mental facilities combined
with an additional
of self-esteem a sense of uselessness with resulting lonlineas, depression, rejection,
and finally, the loss of friends and relatives heightening the thought of death. • 135
The minister will be especially alert to these feel

when counseling

134J. Paul Brown, Counseling With Senior Citizens (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), p. 16.
135 Ibid., p. 68.

wi t.h the aged.

VI.

THE EVANGELISTIC CALL

Introduction
traditionally evangelism has been done by mass or
, there is a

in

individual methods.

today to

Even to the casual observer the usawdust
to

One of the newest and most effective
the

istic call.

Methods of

SecurinS.;;:;..;;....;.;;;~~.;;;.

ism are seen to be
to

is

The pastor may secure contacts for evangelistic calling through his
own church members who say their neighbors, friends, relatives or acquaintances may be interested in a call from him.
M&ny pastors have special cards in the pews with an appropriate
place upon it to mark if persons desire the pastor to call explaining the
gospel to them.

Again. some pastors announce at the conclusion of their

sermon for those who have made or wish to make a decision for Christ to
state their desire by

him a card as they leave the sanctuary.

Some have the people place the card in the offering plate as it passes. 136
R. L. Dicks, departing somewhat from the traditional idea, defines
the evangelistic call as any call for any purpose upon someone who is not
in the fellowship of the Church with a view to reaching them for Christ. 137

l36Eternity, "Is the Altar call a 'Sacred Cow'?", January, 1968.
137Dicks»

cit., p. 36.

62
may at first involve helping that person in their time of distress;
Whether in sickness, convalescence, dying, suffering, grief, marriage
problems, etc.

Once Christian concern has been demonstrated, then the

is ready to listen to the
geU.sm.

But all is

of evan-

R. L. Dicks says, "If a call is made upon a non-parishioner it is

an

istic call lri'hether or not the church, Christ,

is ever mentioned.

11138

of the Free Methodist Church denomination has

Rev.

an exce

detailed

for

in homes by
do.

or commitment

ism which involves

in the same

as an insurance man

Literature available on ti-.is n<ethod is entitled nsalvation by
II

Many

readily to

in the
to
is as scriptural as mass

VII.

'l'HE ROUTINE CALL

Introduction
'!he routine call is
The word

however, often

It connotes a

the wrong connotation.
and

at a
in

in church

termed

contact
is involved

cases, the

must not

over

the

of those he visits.
Routine

is that which is done without reference to any

need of the

, nor any

the

this type of call
any the minister does.

The routine
relationsh

~

and opens doors.

The routine call often
out trouble that is
not known to the minister before he calls. One s
showed that the routine call turned up
material
in
th
of the
and some-

An

of a series of

routine call is often the

and is

sessions wherein the parishioner receives
in his faith.

then

The r011tine

for

the

arrives in a new church,
should be

upon the
bereaved, the

attention.

Then

introductory calling
the

ill

shut-ins, and others
in the 9econd week he

call upon the official

, officers of the women's society, the youth

' p. 38.

early

leaders in the Sunday School.
his routine calling.

"After these calls he is ready to start

Some pastors follow the practice of stating simply

and briefly to the congregation their calling plan the first Sunday in
the pulpit. n

141

Dicks tells us, "Routine calling is the cornerstone of

good pastoral care." 142
VIII.

PRE-MARITAL

When a couple comes to the pastor to be married by him and the
pastor requires them to attend pre-marital counseling sessions, they are
often surprised by this requirment.

But almost all engaged couples desire

all the help they can find to make their marriage successful and will
want to attend the sessions.
should have an .establ

"The pastor who performs many weddings

class of instruction for those about to be

married. 11143 Those who are recently m.arried but who missed the instruc•
tion class could also be included in the class.
Pre-marital Instruction Class
A class for

couples should be offered which is similar

to the instruction a pastor would give to the individual couple.
A physician may be used if one is available to discuss the subject
of planned parenthood but he should not be asked to discuss sexual

141 Ibid •• p. 39.
14 2Ibid.

143

~-· p. 42.

.
relations as few doctors communicate well on th1s
subject. ll~4

A

and inexperienced pastor may want to arrange for a more mature man to
substitute for him at this area of the instruction.
A lawyer could lecture on the legal aspects of marriage which

probably have never been considered by the couple.

"The necessity for a

marriage license; a joint bank account; the joint ownership of property;
legal aspects of adopting children; the need for a will; insurance bene145
fid.aries are all important (considerations).
A banker could discuss finances and money management.

ance man will
commodity.

An insur•

important information just for a chance to sell their

Lectures by architects and other professionals or specialists

could be profitably engaged.
Of course the pastor speaks authoratatively in his own field,
that of relating religion and

to the success of the home.

expect him to give them

that he has been trained and where the
moll t guidance.

It is here

will show how Christ and their faith ties all

The

the other areas together harmoniously.
Personal Interview

~

Pre•marital Counseling

Classes are helpful and have their advantages, but many pastors
choose to meet personally with the couple.
provide more interaction.

It is more personal and will

This is true counseling in that it involves the

144 Ibid., pp. 42-43.
145wayne E. Oates, Premarital care ~ Counseling (Nashville,
Tennessee: Broadman Press, 1958), p. 33.

of the
Pre-marital educative counseling.
counseling" for pre-marital purposes.

Clinebell favors "educative
It is his way of giving counseling-

oriented education and can also be used for prebaptismal and church
membership counseling as well as other areas.

Following are some methods

outlined by Clinebell.
1.

As in other
relate warmly, acceptingly and
so that a sturdy relationship will grow.

2.

Provide structure by
low--threat, open-ended
with general informational queries
about positive aspects of their relationship.

3.

Do everything possible to remove the sense of threat, so
they will feel free to reveal needs and worries.

4.

Gradually become aware of the couple's learning readiness
i.e. their
of awareness of needs related to their
marriage.

5.

• •• open up various key topics briefly, watching for
interested responses Which may indicate awareness of
need. Here are some of the areas which often produce
fruitful
: money» budgets, in-laws, housing
~
planning, parenthood, special needs of men
and women, conceptions of roles,
communication,
dealing with
,
family back·
grounds~ first year adjustments,
sex satisfaction,
crises, the reciprocity of
and
needs,
the role of religion in enriching family life.

6.

When a flicker of interest appears in a couple's responses, concentrate discussion on that area for
awhile encouraging them to examine it and seek to
communicate needed information.

7.

Discussion should focus on present feelings and current
problems in addition to anticipated future problems.

8.

Several sessions (a minimum of three) should be spent
with each couple to establbh rapport and become
consolidated between sessions.

9.

A line-by·
of the
ceremony allays
anxieties about their parts in it and provides an ideal
entree to a
of its profound
146

Goals of educative counseling.

1.

Reducing their anxieties about the mechanics of the

2.

Giving

4.

Undergirding or
their sense of adequacy
and
to make it at least slightly more realistic.

5.

Setting an
on such taboo

for the early adjustment

7.
8.

of openness of communication
sex and

Whatever information they may desire
a satisfying, growing relationship.
them a "juicy taste" of a somewhat deeper level
of communication than they have hitherto
them sense the wonder of the presence of the

9.
God of

between 11holy

10.
11.

emoti.onally available
for more extended ~vuug~
the ceremony. 14 7

Pre-marital Tests, Inventories,
are

14 6cunebell,

14 7Ibid.

~

use the
or after

Books

areas in which a !lastor can suggest tests for good

~-- pp.

197-202.

marital adjustment.

they are 1) sexual knowledge, 2) compatibility and,

3)

The sex

the person's basic

in the sexual

The

betwaen the men and women to be married.

and
The

tests determine the

tests are devised to test

of the

and

!<bet of tlte latter test must be

ionel.

.auuu.••

by e

It must be added here thet some do not believe in ministers

tests at

1.

can be used

end

start of the pre-marital interviews.

ld be

at the

They can aid greatly in the under-

of

Introduction
American home is

a crisis.

There ere so many divorces.

unhappily married couples that thoughtful people are

broken homes,

No one is sure exactly why there are so many problems,
but certainly the economic end social liberation of women since World War
II has

en impact.

Women now demand financial, vocational and sexual
their mothers had to tolderete male

men
in these areas.

Some

have

is impossible.

to the fact that marriage
ere striving for an impossible ideal.

R. L.
• •• the
of the wills and
of two people
in companionship. communication, concern, and affection
so that the
they share overflow into the lives
of their children and others they meet. It is a
, not

by

of a

and

four hundred and nine

about their
they had reached a

in certain areas was as

Sex
management of
religion, 761;

social activities,
income, 77%; in-law
(highest rate of ad-

, 771.; mutual

justment), 82%.149
This study is perhaps characteristic of the average family situation,
indicating where the

are most likely to occur.

do not make

to

superlative of marriage counseling.

the

reason for
flict in the

b

is found in recent studies which indicate that con-

is more

than separation and dividing the home.

ill·'

Publishing House, 1960), p. 198.

150Dicks. loc. cit.

In one

at a

p. 44.

149clyde M. ~larramore, The Psxeholosx
7.n,nrl&•~~n

150

Counseling (Grand Rapids:

of the

center •

treated for emotional

where there was conflict and where the
ul51

to work out

to their problems to the
152
n

of each
minister must
or the

maintenance of a

institution

Stewa:::t

all values
us these

frora it.
in

in

1.
»

is

2.

to
to communicate
He creates an

The
feel

to certain
cannot be
each other's character traits.

4.

couple to play down
ones which are
of

counselor
goals and to
Love

5.

in
,.
to adjust to what the mate and

'LeliJaY··r·

The Minister

196lr:-p. 81.

of him. 15 ~
r~rramore

more

or any dynamically oriented counselor would

is upon the

a goal of

and release of strong emotions as

than Stewart does

ieve a minister should not do

Sonle

at all if he can
minister

it because his other role as

from venting feelings.

afraid of what the

His parishioners may be

will think of

authorities also

state the minister does not have sufficient
this service.

would do

skills and time for
••• the local

says,

R. L.

to refer

to the

Of course, more often than not. the
to whom a
All

is the only one in the

can go, so he must simply do the best he can.

he can

on the subject will
X.

ALCOHOLIC

is a very serious
victims every

which is

more

It is "the most stubborn and resistive illness which

153tbid. , p.
' p. 43.

in

are

only by

known alcoholics in America (and) their numbers
are

450,000 each year." 156
deaths are caused by
thousand persons die and four
annually in

fifty percent of all
drivers ••• Twenty
are indrivers.

survey of divorce cases in ~ourt
that
of
divorces have
their
five
under the influence of alcohol.

Subcommittee defines alcoholics as:

World Health

upon
••• those excessive drinkers Whose
a noticealcohol has attained such a
that it
disturbance, or an interference with their
, their
social and economic functioning, or who
such
They therefore
The Journal of the American Medical Association coma series of articles on alcoholism divides
alcoholics into two
, who beof addiction, and
at first drink comor for

, p. 45.
G. Dunn,

is for
---

Alcoholic

Family (New

13

Dunn lists seven typical
1.

Social drinking.
a

four hundred million

in
fl

and a

a

J..U«'-J..ll'I:S.

"Seventy

and

of adult males

drink in
synonomous

2.

is done when no occasion

3.

u=w.nu.~

habit
it.

individual

the

He
and deceit become a

to lie to conceal his drinking.

of life to him to

he is

..............,,!!!'.

He

4.

habits at this
but cannot

to gulp his drinks

This individual's craving for drink causes

to drink on the

from

de-

his family and his

more and more.
to

control of his drinking

He can control himself when he starts drinking.
when he wants to.

He

to go on weekend drunks.

He

, misses
is a sudden and marked
He can no

from problem

control either the time be starts nor the time

he

is centered around one
He no

a normal life.

- getting another

He

and rehabilitation centers may become

1601bid., pp. 22-43.
t

p. 48.

ly lose hb

upoil
from

is a

and friends have
gone.

He is

He goes on

of intoxication

with

7.

Organic deterioration.
face
He will

tries to

He no
bloated end

He no longer

for a few

to get a room and some
tremble.

outs.

Cirrhosis of

disorders are common as

liver, nervous and

Alcoholic

Counseling

in effective counse

first.
that they come
............., ... ic until

wants to be reached. n 162

of alcoholics is

can be done for the

help.

in his life

crisis

He lives on hand-

"The alcoholic must reach a

he will be open to

and help."

of the rescue mission, ''hit bottom."
jolt of
tremens.

163

It may be

his job, his wife, or may be a bout with the delerium

When the alcoholic is at the bottom and has come to the place

where he does not want to

another drink, then he can be helped to

cycle.

to

the alcoholic overcome his addiction:

162 Ibid., p. 40.
163 Ibid. • p. 41.

.."·l.
l.

4.

him in his desire to
him. to face
Provide him. with
so that he can have
medicine can
See that
a
physical
to understand that he cannot overcome
h

5.

of
touch with

s power.

164

THE RElATIVE OF THE ALCOHOLIC

and
hh1~e-lf.

~u~

intensely in

Doctor

can

alcoholic's family.

Here

are some of
their

l.

the

alcoholic is

2.

tilntil

the

help and treatment.
acquainted with the facts about alcoholism.
a similar problem.
be too emotionally

involved and too

to be

to their

5.

must

1.

lead him to

need outside

for personal and

reasons.
6.

The family

not be too

164Ibid., p.
165shipp, ~·

£.!..!:. ,

pp. 133-136.

if a

should occur

fami

minister to

them reach

~•ke

which are their own

to redicule,
to

and

to

with

of alcohol.
in the

more

and

be
be careful not to

Uying to

10.

be

treatm~nt --~hfi~

the

he is better than the alcoholic.
11.

It

not

family

to hide or pour out the
too can be victims of

at

and self-centeredness.
family should understand that it does not

the alcoholic to

co·V'er up, make excuses, assume his responsibilities, give him

money~

and

treat him like a baby.
SOil:le

be

which the

can do which will

to the alcoholic's recovery if sobriety is achieved:

l.

Be consistent as possible.

2.

Maintain as happy and joyful an outlook as possible.

3.

Do not keep

up to

• p. 136.

back over yesterday's troubles and

166

4.

Don't question him about

5.

Do not make sport or tell stories about his bad days.

Leave this to

the alcoholic.

6.

him find

that will fill his leisure time.

7.

Support him in whatever treatment he desires.

8.

See that he eats regularly and the

9.
10.

and encourage him to find a hobby.
Do not push,
sun~n~~?~

12.

kind of

take it easy.

Time will take care of many things.

him in his work with Alcoholics

Become active in Alanon or Alateen (organizations affiliated with

Alcoholics Anonymous).
12.

Develop and strengthen your ·own spiritual life.
All these suggestions for the minister and the family should prove

to be helpful in the recovery of the alcoholic.

Introduction
Every

system has an explanation to account for and

a method of dealing with anxiety.

Since this subject has already been

dealt with :btdirectly in discussing ......,....ll,e

theories, the

here

is to merely suggest some broad guidelines.

Definition

Anxiety

Anxiety is defined as a "state of emotional tension characterized
by apprehension and fearfulness; psychic pain.n 161

167 Coleman, ..2.2.·

ill·,

p. 657.

Coleman

the

of neurotic anxiety reaction in

this way:
There is a
lessness, and diffuse

constant state of tension, rest•
individual exhibits
, ha8
concentrating,
insomnia. Usually he has difficulty
and
the possibility that he may
a mistake.
may be
nausea, loss of ap•
and some loss of weight. He may have heart
palpitations
apparent reason, and there may be
cardiovai'Jcular
such as elevated blood pressure
and an
rate. In essence the individual is
chronic state of alarm and mobilisation.l68

all neuroses.
above is that of directly
"free

anxiety.

anxiety and hence is said to be
"In other neurotic reactions, the anxiety is

by the
reactions.u 169

of phobias,

Irrational

(water, height, closed places, etc.) and

reactions (an

compulsion to strike

someone, continual band-washings, a feeling of necessity to step on every
crack, returning several times to see if you locked the
doore, etc.) are but two typical neurotic

Ernest Bruder says:

"Anxiety

anxiety.

that everyone

It is peculiarly human. ul70

168~-, p. 196.

People (Englewood
Cliffs, New

us:
ly
of the time and
even
Similarly. severe financial reverses,
other acute stresses may activate
anxiety reactions. Thus,
of stress
171
are five kinds of situations which are
in one Who is

to

reaction. 172

l.

with
others in
of

2.

or

threaten to break

the individual's defenses

into consciousness or even into

to serious selfrelationship

or

marital, social, financial
implications may
trauma.

Stresses which
in ch:Hdhood may revive do:rml!tnt but
or

not

5.

and

of

as an aftermath of behavior

arouses acute

feelings and
affair, etc.

ill·,
t

:p:p. 197-200.

p. 197.

of

80

wou

well to refer
than the ....,,...-......

for two or

hours

is no
and

to the local phy-

with

For

to call

Who are anxious about

who are not

the

ne~!!aeta

have a Savior who
too.

and fear of

punishme~t.

but

assurance that we

sin and
individual talk out

The

the best course of action
of

by anxious

•s

it is not selfishly

with anxiety associated with threat to status,
to only be concerned about Christian
truthfulness, service, etc.

status
PI"'"'"'""' can aeh ieve

statu8 a8 a

• hence

some
is used by the

It is

to

1)
2)

several years.
reference.

Do

if a

person
and whether he has
You need not fear
to
Loss in sex

7)
8)

to the unpardonable sin
no known situation to account

9)

and
condition is

ill··
175f.U.eks, .22• ill·~~ p.

p. 196.

welfare of
and
in extreme instances with

shock.

in
He can set the
and is no more a

an

to
Pastor's

of concern and

and to

-the Unwed Mother
especially if
will b.ave severe guilt.

Here,

pastor can be

guilt and receive

in

assurance of forgiveness.

and acceptance will do much to alleviate the sense of

His

out,

not err

176u~:t~. • p.

177 Ibid., p. 53.

hasty reassurance that

her. ul77

can render a

to the girl
for her care.

up a

to

family
in

to face the

As
and

in
minister should

who is anxious to

But

the couple

not in
to

by the

out of
mother or
it:.

or
upon his own merit:. and

mother is
she dies or moves

away.

178nlf.~., p.

of

the

In

to

way the

not go

since the

•~:.t:u~,;

to a eouple Who are able to

to be

it

education.
to go to a

be

or Salvation

its

has its

has its

/

• its

OWD

are above

own

•s attitude toward

Here

an to

Whether or not
too
for

statel!l!'!!nt,

a

ean be of

to

for this

or some
instrument to

to Narramore:
term

individuals who

he

with

identify themselves as such, and whose patterns of sexual
desires and overt behavior are predominately or exclusively
directed toward members of their own sex. A homosexual is
inordinately attracted by and se~ually stimulated by those
of his own sex and not especially attracted physically to
the opposite sex.l80
Causes of Homosexuality
"Research indicates that the following situations contribute to
this deviation: (l) dominant mother; (2) weak father; (3) overindulgent
mother;(4) cruel father;(S) initial sex experiences;(6) glandular causes;
and (7) genetic caul!!les."l81
Dominant mother.
general.

This mother may cause the boy to fear women in

She may rival her son for the father's affections.

She may have

desired a daughter and may try subconsciously to fulfill the place of a
daughter.
Weak father.

When a

domir~nt

mother is paired with a weak father, the

likelihood of rearing homosexual boys is further intensified.

When the boy

cannot identify with his father because of the father's weakness, the boy
loses respect for his father and for his own sex and becomes a candidate
for deviation.
~erindulgent

mother.

This mother spoils her son • often in the

absence of the father from the home or when the husband is a very passive,
recessive one, or when marital relations are strained.
her son a substitute for a husband.

She tries to make

She psychologically seduces him.

18°clyde M. Narramore, The Psychology of Counseling (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing House, 1960), p. 214.
lSllbid., pp. 216·218.

The romantic association between them becomes so pronounced and generalized
that the thought of heterosexual relations in marriage seems repugnant •
"that would be like having sex relatlons with mother."

The heterosexual

door being closed, the door is open to homosexuality.
Cruel father.
children

When a father is cruel and arbitrary, often beating his

drunk, his son may come to fear competition

men.

If

the boy cannot earn close

relationships with men as a man, he

to break into the

circle by letting them do as they please

with him.
sometimes become homosexual also, when they cannot see
in the role of their 4bused mothersand generalize all

~·.,~~~,~lves

and fear of their fathers to all men.

who engage in these

often are victims of lack of love.
Initial sex.experiences.
man or woman who is a
before the child is

to

or attack by an

may arouse sexual desires and anxieties
to interpret and cope with them.

lalexual experimentation, which is rarely "' .. '"""'t'••
to

may be handled in such a way by parents so as to foster guilt,

arud.ety,

or
A

with themselves and actually promote devious
can prevent this through wise handling and quiet

discussion.
Glandular differences.

Attempts have been made to attribute homo--

sexuality simply to a chemical inbalance in the body, but so far no
evidence has been conclusive.

Sexual power and segual vitality are

by the glands, but sexual direction seems to be psychological.

that
le are born that way" is yet
indicate

or

Certain
to be somewhat predictable in some
ly history.

to prove it is a

is

the

is

But still the evidence
rather than a
think

were

turned them that way came

so early and gradually.
with Homosexuals
liarramore suggests several ways a pastor can help people with
problem. 182

the
1.

Pastors must accept homosexuals as human being who need

2.

the counselee to see that he is not a homosexual by
life
and
factors
to unnatural patterns.
use basic techniques of
any
value of complete discussion.
neE!oe;o relief. When the counselee is able to see hie
in its true perspective
out the
causes, the hOii'llOI!eJrua
to
their hold.
new and different friendships with well•
rather than with those who would
tendene ies.
be aware of referral possibilities

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

counselor.
A

allow a long time

rehabi U tat ion.
experience of
a strong plan of
for occasional regression,
improvement too.

......,. ....::,,.. has had a
him to

182Ibid.~ pp. 229-230.

XVI.

THE

addict has not.

come to the
fairly

of

to
Fl"~deral
most addicts have
few are found to be neurotic,
into the

to the point of addiction

so to

, or

Physical

pain may be anxiety,

be severe

into a pattern.
and

in an

the Narcotic Addict
.,-yg65), p. 25.
II

P•

inconsistent sort of

~~.

Son~time3

the

to care for

not contact
hospital chaplain
they had ever

for help.

An addiction

consecutive patients if
a mira:lster about their addiction

187
the following: 188
Listen, don't lecture.
Listen

facts about

He already know1J

of narcotics.

and
to encourage the

185 Ibid.
186 :tbid.,. p. 65.
187Ibid., p • 66.

.. pp. 79-85.

minister to become

(

and use the

of the addict,
l<iinisters must not

Don't depend on instantaneous spiritual be&Ht!i!·

of

in

in

This

treatment of narcotic

in an

barbiturate habit. can be

seisures
m.ust fa.ze

Uti.l:tze the family.

be invoh•ed in the treatment

process if at all

minister

think of himself as a

not hesitate to enlist
the services of professionally trained persons in
i.n the total rehabilitation of

community to assist

addict and the family.

Insist upon medical treatment.

No

can be done

~- ... ~u.~

by dru.gs.

First he must be

from his physical
must

minister

and

and

The
n"t"'""""a""

this one a lone.

won't

most effective treatment for narcotic
available at one of

two

narcotic

addiction is
located at Fort

, Texas and Lexington, Kentucky.
Other Groups

~el!

Narcotic Addicts

Narcotics Anonymoue.

this agency wae organized in 1948 and is

after Alcoholics
of Alcoholics Anonymous, however.

have not met with the success

91
the addict

at~

person.
of

Dave

group is that

minister, the

to cure

It is a combination of

a

Centers exist in five cities in the

and

States and one in

Toronto,

, a
this

when

Mr.

purpose of the

about

process of

~uu~s

a situation in

The

can learn to

and
sessions where everyone is
about

and frankness are

and ""'''"'"""'""""'
group

to air his

in

and now

four

other centers.
East
Protestant Parish

wor-

,

in .1956 it

is a store front where
in the form

, p.
J

p.

no.

to

, social,

t

and

92

after

services.

the
of all these groups because what

XVII.

work
one person

not work with

THE CHILDLESS COUPLE

was ......,..>, ..,

of much of the

with

with wh icll one

in the

for sin or at

's will

not

been

and information on
often

in recent

VGUOTOl!J

still

in serious domestic

mb•
It can spoil a

with each other and ruin their spiritual life as well if not
the

and family eounse
function in the

is,

care of

(Englewood

., p.

,

93

and
factors in

for either man or woman.
Some

to
is

or•·-.- are the medical

quite

that

is

to at
aid.

to
197

desires of
.A.U!Joo:::!\'!1'•

after two or more ,..A,...,.,.., of marriage.
of

• p•

• p. 16 •

• p. 120.

who ministers to

(2) to col."Teet

of
root& of

(3) to
them

and (5)

to refer

their

for

v

v

this

are built.
, however,

came about in a rather

roots

of the

was also undertlken and the

pasin this

study.
Once the
the practical
to

encountered
of the paper.

in

of pastoral

was shown,
of te%'ma.

and the

the

was ,....... "" ...

In
church,

Reformation and the

centuries.

III concerns
of

First

psychoanalytic, client-centered,
of

a major

were
and

from the

pnlell;EJ'IM!llU,..,.,,.. .._,..-

sehoob

TheorieS were
theorists (Gestaltists),

were

97

Trait and Factor

and

11

here are seventeen

of

Proce~Ss

areas

the pastor.

most

information is
with

the

are:

the

ill, the shut-in, the older person, the evangelistic call,
routine

counseling, the al-

.L<.Hau,.;"~::,

coholic, the

alcoholic, the anxiety
The

addict, the

, the
and the

caseau which are

childless
more comm< m,

today.

V featured the

II.

and Conclusions drawn from the

CONCLUSIONS

1.

Pastoral counseling is as ancient as any profession today.

2.

Pastoral counseling developed slowly down through history without

developing
3.

Pastoral counseling was considered by the ancients a "gift of

the Spirit. n
4.

literature for successors to use.

This also accounts for a scarcity of early literature.

Pastoral counseling came of age with the beginning of clinical

pastoral training in the early nineteen hundreds and the scientific
approach to counseling in general and mental hospitals.

S.

All counseling theories emphasize the relationship between the

counselor and counselee more

tt~n

the theoretical or methodological

orientation of the counselor.
6.

The church minister has the most natural entree• of any of the

Whom he

helping professions

7.

counseling

specific

the pastor uses will

upon the

of the client and the specific gifts and skills of the

pastor with
8.

to help.

particular methods.
pastor's

of psychology and all its allied dis-

ciplines such as physiology, neurology,

and pharmacology

will furnish valuable diagnositc tools in his counseling ministry.
is no rivalry between ministers and

9.

pastor should refer the parishioner
on his

whieh

hi.1ll

he senses a lack of

from

of further

to the

client.

10.
referred.
11.

minister should not dismiss

they are

He should continue to work with them and the other professional.
The pastor shou

such as hospitals and

become familiar with all helping
and agencies.

He should work with these

gr~ups

ly and federally
as

le and

encourage his needy people to cooperate with them.
12.

pastor can make good use of literature in practically

any form of counseling.

He should learn where it is available and

should use it when working tlith his
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March 6, 1968

Mr. Melvin Williams
4200 S. E. Jennings Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97222
Dear Mr. Williams:
Your reaent letter sent to Augustana Book Concern has been
forwarded to us for attention since Augustan merged with the
United Lutheran Publication House and now is know as THE
LUTHERAN CHURCH SUPPLY STORES.
We are enclosing our catalog tear sheets showing various books
available for the pastor on the COUNSELING SERIES. Unfortunately,
we do not have leaflets available for these particular subjects.
However, you might be interested in the paperback editions.
If so, we would suggeat that you contact our branch at
1740 W. Pico Blvd. _Los Angeles, California 90070.
Sincerely yours,

- ~It »; ' x!L~·{_;_

(~"s) Myrtle M. Deordio
Customer Service Department
MMD.hs
encl.
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Phone: ~1

620 N. E. Broadway , Portland , Ore gon 9 7232

287-1189

Mr. Melvin Williams
Western Evangelical Seminary
4200 S.E. Jennings Avenue
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222
Dear Mr. Williams:
Copies of several of our publications have been sent
under separate cover.
In addition to these we have a library, rather small,
but containing materials only about our fields of
interest. This may be of use to you at some time.
We also have the booklets published by Budlong Press
and used, as applicable, by schools, ministers, and
discussion groups. These are $1.50 each and some of
the titles are:
Personal understanding of marriage
A doctor's marl tal guide for patients
What teenagers want to know
Mature adult living
Sincerely,
/---:
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Jesalee Fosterling
Executive Director
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